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RULERS: MARS, PLUTO                                                        ACTIVITY, ENTERPRISE

Aries, the first sign of the Zodiac, is the sign of new beginnings. The Arian’s present life 
indicates a new cycle in his personal evolutionary development. Arians are  aggressive and 
direct in expressing themselves. The key phrase for Aries is “I AM.” *

Arians are full of creative energy and enthusiasm (because Aries is a fire sign ruled by Mars 
and Pluto); and, because Aries is a cardinal sign, Arians initiate new activities, which keep 
them occupied until the novelty wears off.

These people have a tremendous psychological drive to prove themselves to themselves 
through action. Ariens are not satisfied merely to intellectualize about their concerns; they are 
impatient to do something about them...Since they are highly competitive, Ariens seek to be 
first and best in whatever they do. They make good leaders, seeking fame and recognition more
than wealth and comfort..They have a desire for authority and superiority...Arians must be first!
But much of their strength arises out of their refusal to admit defeat.  They are never 
daunted .by failure and will always seek new avenues of expression.

Arians need to learn the lesson of love, so that they can relate to others and reach out to them 
with consideration.  By reflecting on the overall consequences of their actions, they can learn 
this lesson.

The more highly evolved Arian types possess great willpower, spiritual self confidence, and 
regenerative ability due to the Sun’s exaltation in this sign.

1. The Astrologer’s Handbook by Frances Sakoian and Louis S. Acker 1973. I purchased my 
copy at The Old Astrologer’s Shop on Pulaski Avenue on the S.W. Side of Chicago on 
September 9, 1975

* Exodus 3:14.  God tells Moses in the form of a burning bush: “I AM who I AM”...I AM has 
sent me to you.” Another interpretation is: “I AM that I AM.”

Matthew 16:13-20 “...But who do you say that I AM? 
John 10:30 “I and the Father are One.”
Mark 8:27-38: “...But who do you say I AM?” Luke 9:18
John 8:48-58: “Jesus said to them, ‘Truly, truly, I say to you, before Abraham was born, I 
AM..’”
John 8:24: “Jesus states: “For unless you believe that I AM, you will die in your sins..”




